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S U M M A R Y
We perform a systematic comparative analysis of geometrical fault zone heterogeneities using
derived measures from digitized fault maps that are not very sensitive to mapping resolution.
We employ the digital GIS map of California faults (version 2.0) and analyse the surface traces
of active strike-slip fault zones with evidence of Quaternary and historic movements. Each fault
zone is broken into segments that are defined as a continuous length of fault bounded by changes
of angle larger than 1◦. Measurements of the orientations and lengths of fault zone segments
are used to calculate the mean direction and misalignment of each fault zone from the local
plate motion direction, and to define several quantities that represent the fault zone disorder.
These include circular standard deviation and circular standard error of segments, orientation
of long and short segments with respect to the mean direction, and normal separation distances
of fault segments. We examine the correlations between various calculated parameters of fault
zone disorder and the following three potential controlling variables: cumulative slip, slip
rate and fault zone misalignment from the plate motion direction. The analysis indicates that
the circular standard deviation and circular standard error of segments decrease overall with
increasing cumulative slip and increasing slip rate of the fault zones. The results imply that
the circular standard deviation and error, quantifying the range or dispersion in the data,
provide effective measures of the fault zone disorder, and that the cumulative slip and slip
rate (or more generally slip rate normalized by healing rate) represent the fault zone maturity.
The fault zone misalignment from plate motion direction does not seem to play a major role
in controlling the fault trace heterogeneities. The frequency-size statistics of fault segment
lengths can be fitted well by an exponential function over the entire range of observations.

Key words: Self-organization; Earthquake dynamics; Continental tectonics: strike-slip and
transform; Dynamics and mechanics of faulting; Fractures and faults.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The observation of structural heterogeneities in earthquake fault
zones is ubiquitous. In a homogeneous solid, dynamic branching
during propagation of earthquake ruptures provides a generic mech-
anism for generation of geometrical fault zone heterogeneities (e.g.
Sharon et al. 1995; Kame & Yamashita 1999; Poliakov et al. 2002).
On the other hand, repeating ruptures within the same region are ex-
pected to regularize the structural heterogeneities through smooth-
ing of geometrical asperities (e.g. Sagy et al. 2007; Candela et al.
2009) and creation of damage zones and bimaterial interfaces that
can suppress branching (e.g. Ben-Zion & Andrews 1998; Brietzke
and Ben-Zion 2006). These expectations are generally compatible
with a wide variety of laboratory and field data, which indicate that
faults are formed with high initial geometrical heterogeneity, and
that increasing offset leads to the emergence of simpler through-
going structures on which subsequent large-scale motion is local-
ized (Ben-Zion & Sammis 2003, and references therein). However,

owing to the limited resolution and complexity of the available
data, the quantification of evolving fault zone heterogeneities as a
function of key governing variables remains a challenging task.

On timescales of several large earthquake cycles, the exist-
ing structural heterogeneities can strongly affect the nucleation,
propagation, radiation and arrest of earthquake ruptures (e.g.
Papageorgiou & Aki 1983; Rice et al. 1994; Aochi et al. 2000),
as well the frequency-size distribution, temporal statistics and other
properties of earthquake population on the fault (Ben-Zion & Rice
1993; Zoller et al. 2006; Hillers et al. 2007). It is thus important to
obtain robust quantitative measures of structural heterogeneity that
can characterize the evolutionary stage and geometrical properties
of active faults. Wesnousky (1994), Stirling et al. (1996) and de
Joussineau & Aydin (2009) characterized structural heterogeneity
as the density of steps per unit distance along the surface traces
of faults, and concluded that the stepover density decreases with
increasing total slip on the fault. As discussed below, while this
conclusion appears to be correct, the stepover density does not
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provide a full characterization of the structural complexity in rela-
tion to fault mechanics, and the evolution of fault heterogeneities
may depend on additional variables.

Fault zones with ‘regular’ stepover offsets at ‘similar’ intervals
may have high or low offset-density, but both cases are geomet-
rically and mechanically simpler than faults with a ‘diversity’ of
different stepover distances at ‘irregular’ intervals (e.g. Ben-Zion,
2008, and references therein). Since the equations of elasticity gov-
erning stress transfer are scale invariant, uniform changes of all
length scales, including the density of fault stepovers, only shifts
(to first order) the earthquake response to different scales without
changing the response type (e.g. the form of earthquake statistics).
On the other hand, changes in the degree of regularity or diversity
of fault stepovers can both shift to different scales and ‘change
the form’ of the resulting earthquake properties. For these reasons,
Ben-Zion & Rice (1993, 1995) and Ben-Zion (1996) suggested that
the range of size scales characterizing fault heterogeneities is a bet-
ter parameter than the density of fault stepovers. Ben-Zion et al.
(2003), Zoller et al. (2005), Hillers et al. (2006, 2007) and Bailey
& Ben-Zion (2009) demonstrated with detailed model calculations
that the range of size scales of stress and strength heterogeneities
indeed governs the forms and properties of earthquake statistics on
the fault.

In general, structural complexities are expected to depend on the
following three variables. (1) The misalignment of the fault zone ori-
entation from the plate motion direction, with larger misalignment
associated with greater complexity. As demonstrated by Tchalenko
(1970) with clay experiments and later studies, the development of
deformation structures occurs in stages, with fault zone segments
first created as Riedel shears at high angles to the imposed shear
direction. Increasing deformation leads to rotation of the Riedel
shears towards the imposed shear direction and development of
new fractures (P and Y shear zones) oriented parallel or subparallel
to the shear direction. The overall rotation of fault segments towards
alignment with the loading direction is part of the maturation pro-
cess of a fault zone, while the orientation of fault segments relative
to each another is associated with various types (bends, steps, and
jogs) of segmentation. (2) The total slip accommodated by the fault
zone, with large cumulative slip leading to reduced complexity.
This is expected from the results of Tchalenko (1970), Wesnousky
(1994), Stirling et al. (1996) and additional geological and geo-
physical observations summarized by Ben-Zion & Sammis (2003).
(3) The ratio Q of the loading rate over damage healing rate. Rela-
tively high Q values are associated with persistence of weak zones
throughout large earthquake cycles, leading to the development of
geometrically regular structures, while relatively low Q values are
associated with fast strength recovery and long term persistence
of disordered fault zones (Ben-Zion et al. 1999, Lyakhovsky et al.
2001). If the damage healing rate is approximately constant, the slip
rate of a fault can be used as a proxy for Q.

In this paper, we develop and apply a procedure for quantifying
the complexity of fault zone structures with measures that are re-
lated to the mechanics of faulting and can be determined objectively
from maps of fault zone traces. We analyse a digital map of strike-
slip fault zones in California (Jennings, 1994), define fault zones
and fault segments in a method which takes into account segment
length and curvature, and examine derived statistical quantities rep-
resenting the diversity of fault zone heterogeneities versus several
controlling variable. A primary measurable property in this work is
the angle θ̂i of a segment i in a fault zone with respect to a given
reference system (here the overall fault zone direction). This is easy
to measure from maps of fault traces and is far less sensitive to map-

ping resolution and user decisions than the more typically measured
fault steps and jogs.

The range of angles of fault segments in a fault zone provides a
reasonably robust measure of the structural complexity of the fault
zone. In addition, we measure the lengths Li of fault segments i and
calculate from the θ̂i and Li values the normal projections Yi of fault
segments with respect to the average fault zone direction, and the
normal distances Zi of segments from a line representing the average
fault zone. While the determination of L, Z and Y is less robust than
that of θ̂i , these length scales play important roles in the propagation
of earthquakes. Ruptures propagating on longer segments (having
greater L values) become increasingly more difficult to stop because
of the increasing stress concentration at the rupture tip (see e.g.
fig. 13 of Ben-Zion (2008) and related text). The Y values represent
the misaligned portion of a segment, so wide variations of Y values
correspond to a complex fault zone with many misaligned segments.
A misaligned segment will tend to promote rupture arrest rather
than propagation. The Z values represent a quantity similar to the
size of fault stepovers, which was used in previous quantification
attempts, but is less sensitive to interpretation and resolution issues
because it is measured for all segments in a fault zone relative to
a reference frame. A smooth mature fault zone is expected to have
small variations of Z values, as a result of segments coalescence
over long periods of activity.

In the next section, we describe the data used in this study, em-
ployed methods and measured quantities. In Section 3, we present
correlations between statistical parameters of the measured quan-
tities and several potential controlling variables (cumulative slip,
slip rate and misalignment of the fault zone from the local plate
motion direction) that might govern the evolution of fault zone
complexities. As faults grow and become more mature, the diver-
sity of measured quantities is expected to decrease, the distribution
of L values is expected to be shifted to higher values and the distri-
butions of Y and Z values are expected to be shifted to lower values.
These expectations are supported overall by the obtained correla-
tions between various parameters derived from the fault trace data,
cumulative slip and slip rate. We also find that the frequency-size
statistics of fault segments follow a power law distribution only
over a very narrow range, and are better described overall by an
exponential distribution. The results provide important constraints
for studies concerned with geometrical fault zone heterogeneities.

2 DATA A N D M E T H O D S

2.1 Data

Our goal is to systematically analyse geometrical fault trace com-
plexity using clear rules that can be specified as computer algo-
rithms and applied to digital data sets. We use the ‘Digital Database
of Quaternary and Younger Faults from the Fault Activity Map of
California, Version 2.0’ (Jennings 1994), published in 2005 (Fig. 1).
This map is at a scale of 1:250 000, with resolution of approximately
250 m. The map compilers state that “. . . Most significant late Qua-
ternary and younger faults are now better-portrayed digitally in ver-
sion 2.0, both with respect to location and the depiction of surface
trace complexity . . .” (Excerpt from Map metadata), which implies
a better resolution for the new version. The metadata also mentions
that the maps were digitized with about 0.01 inch resolution, which
gives ∼70 m error for a map of the aforementioned scale.

The fault zones chosen for this study are active strike-slip faults
with evidence of Quaternary movements including historical rup-
tures. We first define fault zones for the study using the association
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Figure 1. Active fault map of California with the faults used in this study. The fault zones are marked by their defining rectangles. See Table 1 for names and
fault zone related parameters.

of various segments with a given fault zone and grouping those to-
gether. We then use polygons that are at most 20 km wide to select
fault zones from the maps. This is done to avoid overemphasizing
the historical naming of faults, to separate large fault zones into
continuous sections, and to consolidate distributed segments into
zones. The 20 km value is slightly larger than the average seismo-
genic thickness in California. The length of each 20-km-wide box
defining a fault zone is first oriented to preserve the overall fault
zone direction. Then the maximum number of fault segments in
each zone is selected as described below, while excluding segments
that are in the box but belong to another fault zone (Fig. 1). We
determine grouping or separation of segments by initially fitting a
20-km-wide box along each fault zone. If a near-by fault fits into the
same box, it is added to the fault zone. If one box cannot accommo-
date the entire fault length, the fault zone is separated into sections.
Different faults can be grouped together even when they are first de-
fined as separate fault zone, if there is a possibility of through-going
rupture as defined by their geometry. Additionally, if two faults were
known to have ruptured together historically, we group them into
one fault zone. The San Andreas fault zone is separated into four
sections according to changes in the fault overall direction, so that
each section fits into a rectangular box. The grouped or separated
fault names are summarized in Table 1.

We note that more detailed data may exist for given fault sec-
tions, but selecting and compiling data from different sources may
produce biases. The same holds for applying ‘filters’ based on age

and other attributes, which may increase the resolution at places
but can create biases and decrease the amount of available data.
For a systematic comparative analysis of geometrical attributes of
different fault zones, it is important to use data from a single source,
complied by others, as the employed digital map. We define an in-
dividual fault segment within the mapped trace of a fault zone as a
continuous fault length bound by any change in orientation larger
than 1◦, including kinks, bends, steps, and curves. The faults in
the digitized map are represented as polylines, namely lines that
are made of multiple segments, connected at their vertices. Those
polylines usually contain many small segments, which are a result
of the digitization process, so that a curved segment is actually com-
posed of many short, straight segments. The change in orientation
is defined in GIS as the angle between two lines that share one
vertex, meaning they belong to the same polyline. If this angle is
more than 1◦, then those lines will be separated into two segments.
If the angle is less than 1◦, the connecting vertex will be eliminated,
leaving one straight line. A long but curved segment, or a fault trace
with kinks or bends, will be broken down into several straightline
parts.

To extract straight segments we apply a simplification scheme
on the data. The polylines are simplified by the point removal al-
gorithm of Douglas & Peucker (1973) which removes vertices and
consolidates small segments into longer ones, as long as a simpli-
fied polyline does not deviate from the original shape by more than
a threshold value. We choose the value to be 50 m, which is below
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Table 1. Fault zones, abbreviation codes, number of segments in each fault zone, cumulative slip and estimated variation in slip.

Number of Slip ± Minimum slip rate Maximum slip rate
Fault Zone Code segments (km) (km) (mm yr−1) (mm yr−1)

Calaveras calaveras 772 50 10 2 18
Central San Andreas csaf 772 300 15 29 39
Eastern California Shear Zone 1

(Helendale, south Lockhart)
ecsz1 289 3 0.2 0.1 1.5

Eastern California Shear Zone 2
(Lenwood – Lockheart, Johnson valley)

ecsz2 400 2.25 0.75 0.1 1.5

Eastern California Shear Zone 3
(Camprock – Emerson, Homestead
Valley, Landers)

ecsz3 755 3 1 0.1 2

Eastern California Shear Zone 4 (Calico –
Pisgah, Mesquite, Blackwater)

ecsz4 621 9.6 4.5 1 10

Hayward Maacama hwrdmac 832 75 25 7 11
Newport Inglewood – Rose canyon nirc 489 5.1 2.1 1 2
Northern San Andreas nsaf 573 300 15 20 28
Rinconada rinconada 648 43 4 1 2
Round Valley – Bartlet springs rvbs 385 17.5 2.5 3 9
San Jacinto sj 2551 24 1 6 18
Southern San Andreas – Mojave mojave 528 300 15 21 41
Southern San Andreas – Salton salton 845 200 40 10 36
Whittier Elsinore wtels 712 12.5 2.5 2 7

Notes: When more than one value for cumulative slip appears in the literature, or in a fault zone that combines two or more faults with different slip, the slip
given is the average of those values. Minimum and maximum slip rates were taken for the most recent movements—either from geodesy or, when not
available, from Holocene slip rates. (Sources: Garfunkel 1974; Dokka & Travis 1990; Sedlock & Hamilton 1991; Matti & Morton 1993; Powell 1993;
Petersen & Wesnousky 1994; Stirling et al. 1996; Graymer et al. 2002; McCaffrey 2005).

Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of the analysis of a fault zone. Fault zones consist of hundred of segments, marked in red. The average fault zone
direction θ̄ is marked in dashed grey line, and serves as the reference frame. A close-up on the area marked by a black rectangle (after simplification) shows a
diagrammatic representation of the geometrical quantities mentioned in Section 2.2. Each individual segment is bounded by black vertical lines. The quantities
Li, Yi, Zi and θ̂i are demonstrated.

the stated best case map resolution. The simplified polylines are
then split at their vertices into straightline segments (Fig. 2b). We
are aware that this algorithm does not directly convert two lines
with an angle less than 1◦ into one line, and may still result in

neighbouring segments that have an angle of less than 1◦ between
them. However, the Douglas–Peucker algorithm is a simple, effi-
cient and easily reproducible procedure, which was shown to pre-
serve the Euclidean geometric properties of data. After applying the
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Figure 3. Segment length Li versus segment misalignment, represented as sin θ̂i , for all fault zones. Each dot represents one fault segment.

algorithm on our data, less than 0.1 per cent of the segments still had
an angle smaller than 1◦ between two neighbours, and those were
simplified manually by removing the vertex between two segments
and joining them into one straight line. When breaking the faults
into straight segments we may produce occasionally segments that
are smaller than the stated resolution of the map. We retain those
segments if they are a part of a longer segment that is broken because
of a kink or a bend.

2.2 Measured quantities

As mentioned, we measure the azimuth θ i and length Li of each
fault-segment i and calculate from these data Yi and Zi (Fig. 2).
We work primarily with orientations since they are less sensitive
to mapping resolution than other proposed measures of fault zone
complexity such as lengths of fault steps and jogs (e.g. Wesnousky,
1988).

We convert the θ i and Li values into vectors and compute the
average fault zone direction θ̄ for each fault zone from the vector
sum of the segments (see equation (1) of Jones (2006)). We treat
the segments as axial data (i.e. a segment with θ i = 90◦ is the same
as a segment with θ i = 270◦) and use the approach suggested by

Fisher (1993, Section 2.4) to deal with axial data when calculating
statistical quantities. The segment lengths are used as weights, so
that longer segments have more weight and therefore more influence
on the calculated average fault zone directions. We compute the
misalignment angle of each fault zone (boxes in Fig. 1) from the
local plate motion direction φ as

γ = ∣∣θ̄ − φ
∣∣ . (1)

The local plate motion direction φ is computed using the relative
directions of the Pacific and North American plates at the midpoint
of each fault zone using NUVEL-1A (DeMets et al. 1994). We
compute for each segment the minimum angle from the average
fault direction

θ̂i =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∣∣θ̄ − θi

∣∣
180◦ − ∣∣θ̄ − θi

∣∣
∣∣θ̄ − θi

∣∣ −180◦

360◦ − ∣∣θ̄ − θi

∣∣

if

if

if

if

0◦ <
∣∣θ̄ − θi

∣∣ ≤ 90◦

90◦ <
∣∣θ̄ − θi

∣∣ ≤ 180◦

180◦ <
∣∣θ̄ − θi

∣∣ ≤ 270◦

270◦ <
∣∣θ̄ − θi

∣∣ ≤ 360◦

. (2)

We calculate the normal projections Yi with respect to the average
fault zone direction for each fault zone (Fig. 2) using

Yi = Li sin θ̂i . (3)
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Figure 4. (a) Same as Fig. 3 for two fault zones. Green dots are the original data. Blue circles represent the averaged equal number bins (each bin has the
same number of segments). Red line is the least-squares fit to the averaged bins, with the indicated equation. The cut-off value for each plot is specified.
(b) Same as (a), but for the equal interval bins. Blue circles represent the summed bins (corresponding log-scale axis in blue). Red line is the least-squares fit
to the averaged bins, with the indicated equation. The cut-off value for each plot is specified.
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Table 2. Statistics of circular data – various parameters (Fisher, 1993).

Fault zone φ θ̄ γ ν Skewness Kurtosis
�

δ σ 95 per cent conf. interval

calaveras 326 332.5 6.47 0.598 0.184 −38.12 0.334 0.021 2.338
csaf 324 315.1 8.92 0.492 −2.007 −98.39 0.215 0.017 1.873
ecsz1 322 315.0 6.99 0.861 −0.702 −6.80 0.603 0.046 5.138
ecsz2 322 322.3 0.35 0.878 0.459 −4.57 0.807 0.045 5.053
ecsz3 322 322.2 0.16 0.794 0.791 −9.21 0.572 0.028 3.094
ecsz4 322 323.9 1.87 0.662 0.030 −25.08 0.346 0.024 2.651
hwrdmac 327 327.6 0.55 0.535 −0.260 −67.33 0.245 0.017 1.928
nirc 320 334.1 14.09 0.940 0.422 −2.77 0.989 0.045 5.057
nsaf 326 322.4 3.62 0.401 −1.386 −246.88 0.144 0.016 1.781
rinconada 325 324.4 0.57 0.542 −0.391 −61.18 0.277 0.021 2.323
rvbs 328 327.8 0.19 0.629 0.224 −29.54 0.372 0.031 3.492
sj 320 313.9 6.07 0.959 −0.525 2.23 0.675 0.016 1.828
wtels 320 309.5 10.51 1.060 −0.308 1.85 0.849 0.035 3.881
mojave 320 291.7 28.34 0.491 1.560 3.58 0.214 0.020 2.260
salton 320 301.1 18.89 0.846 0.093 0.70 0.714 0.029 3.268

Note: φ, local plate motion direction; θ̄ , average fault zone direction; γ , misalignment angle from φ, ν, circular standard deviation;
�

δ ,
circular dispersion; σ , circular standard error.

We define a reference line with azimuth θ̄ that passes through the
fault zone centre (geometrical centre of the confining box), and
calculate the normal distance Zi of each segments’ centre from that
reference line (Fig. 2). For both Yi and Zi calculations we use only
segments that are longer than 1000 m and examine the standard
deviations of the calculated Yi and Zi values. Because the standard
deviation tends to be larger for larger populations, we normalize the
standard deviations stdev(Yi) and stdev(Zi) using the sums of the
segments lengths, which represent the total length Ltot of the fault
zones. Specifically, we calculate

L tot =
∑

i

Li , for Li > 1000 m (4)

and define

Y = stdev(Yi )/L tot (5)

Z = stdev(Zi )/L tot. (6)

To characterize the ranges of values or diversity of the measured
parameters within each fault zone, we calculate the circular stan-
dard deviation ν and circular standard error σ (Fisher 1993; Jones
2006) of the vectors describing the segments. The circular standard
deviation is an indication of data dispersion about the mean and is
defined (Fisher 1993) as

ν = −
√

2 log R̄, (7)

where R̄ is the mean resultant length of the vector summation of
the θ i and Li values given by

R̄ =
√(∑

i Li sin θi

)2 + (∑
i Li cos θi

)2

∑
i Li

. (8)

The circular standard error σ is defined as

σ =
√

�

δ/n, (9)

where
�

δ is the circular dispersion and n is the number of samples.
The circular dispersion is defined as
�

δ = (1 − ρ2)(2R̄2), (10)

where ρ2 is the second trigonometric moment of the vector popula-
tion (Fisher, 1993). The computed quantities ν, σ , Y and Z provide

different representative parameters for the diversity of geometrical
heterogeneities in a given fault zone section.

2.3 Binning

We analyse the length of segments Li versus their relative misalign-
ment to the overall fault zone direction θ̄ expressed as sin θ̂i . We
observe that longer segments tend to be more aligned with the mean
fault zone direction (Fig. 3). However, trying to quantify this ob-
servation is no simple matter, as small segments are abundant in
almost every direction, while longer segments are less frequent so
their statistical effect diminishes in comparison to the smaller seg-
ments. The segments are sorted by their relative misalignment from
the fault zone direction θ̄ and we bin the segment data according to
two different schemes. In the first, referred to below as ‘equal num-
ber binning’, each bin contains an equal number of segments, so that
for N data points and k bins, each bin will contain N /k segments.
In the second scheme, referred to below as ‘equal interval binning’,
each of the k bins spans an equal interval of misalignment 
θ =
1/k. For each segment i and bin n, if n
θ < sin θ̂i < (n + 1)
θ ,
then segment i is in bin n.

The bins misalignment values are the average values of all seg-
ments they contain. The bins values are fitted with a linear function
of the form y = mx + b. The m-value is a measure of how many
favourably oriented segments there are compared to less favourably
oriented ones, so higher m-value indicates less fault zone hetero-
geneity. In some of the analysis we treat segments shorter than
some cut-off length as background data. Such segments may be
constantly created and merged during the fault life time, and hence
may represent properties of a steady-state regime. Further, the in-
herent resolution of the data implies that small segments may be
data artefacts and should not be used. Fig. 4 shows, as exam-
ples, the relation between the length and misalignment of fault
segments within the Newport Inglewood – Rose Canyon and the
Northern San Andreas fault zones (as defined in Fig. 1), using
the equal number binning method with cut-off lengths of 0, 500
and 1000 m. The results generally vary between fault zones—for
faults with more slip the slopes (m-values) mostly increase with in-
creased cut-off length, while those of faults with less slip decrease.
These and other correlations are examined more systematically in
Section 3.
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Figure 5. Rose diagrams of the segments for each fault zone. The arrow marks the average fault zone direction θ̄ . Diagrams were generated using GEorient
(Rod Holcombe).

2.4 Controlling variables

As mentioned, we assume that fault zone heterogeneities depend on
the following three controlling variables: (1) the misalignment of
the fault zone orientation from the overall plate motion direction;
(2) the total slip accommodated by the fault zone and (3) the ratio
Q of the timescale for material healing over the timescale of fault
loading. The first controlling variable is intuitive, the second was
used in several previous studies (e.g. Wesnousky 1988; Stirling et al.
1996) and the third emerges from model calculations of evolving
fault zone heterogeneities (e.g. Lyakhovsky et al. 2001; Ben-Zion
2008).

The timescale for material healing depends primarily on the tem-
perature, pressure and fluid content (e.g. Hickman & Evans, 1992;

Dieterich & Kilgore 1996; Beeler & Hickman 2004; Nakatani &
Scholz, 2004). Given the limited available data, we assume the heal-
ing timescale is similar on the average for the different examined
fault zones, and represent Q by the measured slip rate across a
fault zone. The cumulative slip and slip rate for each of the fault
zones are summarized in Table 1. The slip values are taken from
various sources, and when a range of values is available or a fault
zone consists of more than one named fault, we use the average
quantity of the reported values. The error for each fault zone rep-
resents the range of values in the literature. The slip rate values are
taken from geodetic measurements when available, and otherwise
the Holocene slip rates are used. The misalignments of fault zone
orientations from the plate motion direction are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 6. (a) The relation between the circular standard deviation, the misalignment from plate motion direction and the cumulative slip for each fault zone.
Black line is the least squares fit for the data using a log-linear relation. The grey line is the same, but dropping the Salton data point. The corresponding
equations and R2 values are next to each fit. (b) Same as a, but for the circular standard error.

Figure 7. (a) The relation between the circular standard deviation, the misalignment from plate motion direction and the recent slip rate for each fault zone.
Black line is the least squares fit for the data using a log-linear relation. The grey line is the same, but dropping the Rinconada data point. The corresponding
equations and R2 values are next to each fit. (b) Same as a, but for the circular standard error.

3 R E S U LT S

Using the above definitions, we analyse 15 right-lateral strike-slip
fault zones in California. Fig. 5 displays rose-diagrams of the fault
segments in each fault zone section and Table 2 summarizes circular
statistics results. Figs 6(a) and (b) show the relations between ν, σ ,
misalignment γ (see Section 2.2 for definitions), and the cumulative
slip for each of the fault zone sections. Figs 7(a) and (b) show similar
relations between the circular statistics parameters, the fault zone
misalignment and the slip rate.

The results indicate that fault zones with higher cumulative slip
have generally lower values of ν and σ . We also find that ν and σ

values calculated from the measurements generally decrease with

increasing slip rates. We do not find clear relations between the
misalignment of a fault zone (colour scale in Figs 6 and 7) and its
cumulative slip or slip rate, but fault zones with lower γ values
fall on dipping lines and appear generally below fault zones with
higher γ values. The faults in all sections of the Eastern California
Shear Zone (ECSZ) have generally higher values of ν than the SAF,
despite having average γ values that are generally smaller. The
Mojave section of the SAF, which has a very straight and relatively
simple surface trace, is one of the most misaligned segments, while
having the smallest standard deviation value in the study area. The
correlation between the statistical parameters and the cumulative
slip improves with the removal of the Salton section of the SAF,
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Table 3. Additional fault zone parameters, related to segment lengths (see eqs 3–6).

Fault zone Stdev(Yi) Y Stdev(Zi) Z L tot m-Value equal number m-Value equal interval L̄�1%�

calaveras 291.6 9.0 3042.92 93.8 324389.6 446 5.009 4698
csaf 331.4 4.9 3389.84 49.8 680732.8 1285.5 6.192 6415
ecsz1 393.1 20.9 2086.87 110.7 188443.5 810 2.626 4816
ecsz2 520.3 17.1 4838.34 159.3 303770.3 −61 2.727 5641
ecsz3 386.8 14.4 3732.83 138.9 268787.6 63.5 2.98 4321
ecsz4 324.3 6.6 5479.00 110.8 494562.0 401.7 3.6 7147
hwrdmac 305.1 4.3 3924.58 55.7 705069.4 1097.4 4.994 5929
nirc 561.6 10.3 7345.86 134.2 547556.5 217.4 2.261 6128
nsaf 275.7 4.0 2944.12 42.5 692301.8 3133.27 7.326 9517
rinconada 288.8 9.6 2653.58 88.7 299330.4 1358.2 5.851 4445
rvbs 381.2 8.6 2692.38 60.4 445742.6 686.7 5.011 5483
sj 431.9 8.3 3718.64 71.3 521315.5 957.3 2.337 4877
wtels 664.9 12.6 4106.55 78.0 526791.6 870.1 1.96 7445
mojave 303.2 7.8 2401.60 61.4 390902.2 2004.4 6.39 8950
salton 553.3 7.9 3057.02 43.9 696023.1 405.4 2.759 6090

which has a high cumulative slip, and high values of ν and σ (Fig. 6).
The removal of the Rinconada fault, which has a very low slip rate
compared to its high cumulative slip, improves the correlation of
the statistical parameters and the slip rate (Fig. 7).

Table 3 summarizes the results of the length scale analysis and
the binning approaches. Fig. 8 demonstrates the relations between
stdev(Yi), the related normalized quantity Y (eq. 5), and the cumu-
lative slip and slip rate for the different fault sections (Figs 8a–d), as
well as the relation between the sum of the segments length and the
cumulative slip and slip rate (Figs 8e and f ). The relations between
stdev(Zi), the related normalized quantity Z (eq. 6), and the cumu-
lative slip and slip rate for the different fault sections are shown in
Fig. 9.

There are no clear correlations between the standard deviations
of Yi and Zi with either cumulative slip or slip rate, but when nor-
malized by the sum of the segments length the correlation improves
markedly for both. The sum of the segments length is itself cor-
related with cumulative slip and slip rate (Figs 8e and f), but to a
lesser extent than the normalized Y or Z values. The misalignment
does not correlate with any of these quantities.

Figs 10(a) and (b) summarize results on the correlations between
the m-values, cumulative slip and slip rate, using the equal number
binning method with a cut-off length of 1000 m (Section 2.3). This
cut-off value provides the overall best correlations. As mentioned
before, using several cut-off lengths had different effects on different
faults. However, in the comparative statistical analysis done here,
we use fixed cut-off lengths for all data.

It is possible that each fault zone has a different cut-off scale,
where segments below it are generated during individual failure
events and then eroded away, only to be generated at the next event.
Knowing this scale for each fault may add valuable information
about general fault behaviour. However, determining such length
scales require additional higher resolution data and is beyond the
scope of this paper. Conversely, this could be a result of the original
mapping resolution of each fault zone. If a fault was mapped in
very high resolution then the small segments are truly a part of the
fault and represent transient deformation, but the small segments
belonging to a fault mapped in lower resolution may be the result
of broken down polylines and thus represent a part of an originally
long segment that was broken up by our method.

In the equal interval binning case, the resulted m-values also
correlate with cumulative slip and slip rate. However, plotting the m-
value versus the circular standard deviation ν demonstrates that they

are highly correlated and therefore provide two ways of representing
the same basic data property of dispersion (Fig. 11).

Following many previous studies (e.g. Barton, 1995, Turcotte,
1986), we examine the frequency-size statistics of the lengths of
individual segments in each fault zone. We plot the cumulative
number Nf of segments with length greater than L (Fig. 12). We
attempt to fit the data using both a power law for the straight part in
the log–log plot,

N f = a1 L−b1 , (11)

as well as with a log-linear (or exponential) function for the entire
data,

log(N f ) = a2 − b2 L. (12)

The power law range of the dataset extends only over one order of
magnitude (Fig. 12) and it is clear that the log-linear (exponential)
relation fits in all cases the data much better (Fig. 13). The R2

values associated with fitting the data using the log-linear function
are all higher than 0.97. We consider the slope, or b-value, of either
of the fitting functions (eqs 11 and 12) as a possible quantity that
may represent the fault zone heterogeneity (Fig. 14). We find a
weak correlation between the b2 values and slip rate (Fig. 14b), and
essentially no correlation between the b2 values and cumulative slip
(Fig. 14a) or misalignment (Fig. 14c).

We finally calculate the average length of the longest 1 per cent of
the segments L̄�1%� for each fault zone to smooth outliers. Figs 15(a)
and (b) show L̄�1%� versus cumulative slip and slip rate, respectively.
The results indicate that while the existence of longer straight seg-
ments correlates with the fault zone maturity as defined by its cu-
mulative slip and slip rate, the correlations are not strong.

4 D I S C U S S I O N

We performed quantitative analyses of geometrical heterogeneities
of active strike-slip fault zones in California, using a GIS-based fault
map and computer algorithm based on simple rules, with the goal of
clarifying the evolution of fault zone disorder as a function of several
possible controlling variables. The basic measured quantities are the
lengths and angles of fault segments with respect to the local plate
motion direction. These observables are not very sensitive to precise
mapping at the ends of the segments and are therefore more robust
than measurements of distances (stepovers, jogs, etc.) associated
with the end regions of segments. Using the angles and the lengths,
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Figure 8. Relations between stdev(Yi) and the cumulative slip (a), and slip rate (b), between Y and the cumulative slip (c), and slip rate (d), and between the
sum of segments lengths and the cumulative slip (e) and slip rate (f). Correlation coefficients are displayed on each chart.

we calculate two measures (Yi and Zi) that are related to separation
distances between the fault segments. The analysis focuses on the
‘range or dispersion’ (i.e. circular standard deviation and related
parameters) of the various quantities as a function of cumulative
slip, slip rate, and overall fault zone misalignment. The emphasis
on the range of quantities is motivated by theoretical studies, which
indicate that the range of geometrical heterogeneities characterizing
a fault zone controls the dynamics (see fig. 24 of Ben-Zion 2008,
and related text and references) of the earthquakes sustained by the
fault zone.

We attempted to reduce from the scale problem that is inherent
in such studies in several ways. First, the smoothing of fault traces
using the Douglas–Peuker algorithm removes kinks or bends that
are smaller than the specified resolution. This method of smoothing

affects all derived quantities and provides a basis for our compara-
tive statistical study. Second, our focus on orientations and the use
of segment lengths as scaling (weight) parameters in the statistics of
circular data reduce the sensitivity to small-scale mapping resolu-
tion issues. In addition, small segments are ignored using a cut-off
value in the binning method and for calculating the Y and Z values.
The approach can be used to analyse data covering various scales
above the cut-off value, although this leads to some loss of data since
the comparison must be made using the lowest common resolution.
Some of the data scattering may result from mapping inaccuracies
and other inherent errors that the employ data inevitably contain.

The results indicate that the measures of data dispersion associ-
ated with circular statistics (circular standard deviation and error)
provide the most useful parameters for quantifying the degree of
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Figure 9. Relations between stdev(Zi) and the cumulative slip (a), and slip rate (b), and between Z and the cumulative slip (c) and slip rate (d). Correlation
coefficients are displayed on each chart.

Figure 10. Slope (m-value) of the linear fit to the equal number bins using cut-off value of 1000 m versus cumulative slip (a) and slip rate (b). The black line
is the least squares fit for the data using a log-linear relation. The equations and R2 value of the fits are displayed.
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Figure 11. Circular standard deviation ν versus slope (m-value) of the
exponential fit to the equal interval bins, using a cut-off value of 0 m.

fault zone disorder. These parameters decrease generally with in-
creasing cumulative slip and increasing slip rate (Figs 6 and 7),
indicating that the latter quantities represent the maturity of the
fault zone. The observed reduction of structural complexity with
cumulative slip supports similar inferences made in several previ-
ous studies (e.g. Wesnousky, 1988; de Joussineau and Aydin, 2009).
The reduction of fault zone disorder with increasing slip rate is con-

sistent (assuming similar healing rates for the different fault zones)
with theoretical results on evolving fault zone structures in a dam-
age rheology model (e.g. Ben-Zion et al. 1999, Lyakhovsky et al.
2001). A binning approach that defines a quantity representing the
tendency of long segments to align with the mean fault direction is
also a useful measure of fault zone heterogeneity. The misalignment
from plate motion direction does not seem to play a major role in
controlling the analysed fault trace heterogeneities, for the range of
values in the examined data, but it might have a secondary effect
on the heterogeneity and explain some of the outliers. Scholz et al.
(2009) suggested based on data compilation by Ando et al. (2009)
that a critical level of fault misalignment leads to the formation of
major splays.

The Rinconada fault zone has a very low value of recent slip
rate (1 mm yr−1 or less) compared with its cumulative slip, prob-
ably because the slip migrated east to the current location of the
San Andreas fault. On the other hand, it is expected to have a rela-
tively ordered mature fault trace due to its high cumulative slip. It is
therefore no surprise that the heterogeneity parameters for the Rin-
conada fault zone have fairly small values, even though its slip rate
is low.

The Salton fault zone, as defined in our study, stands out com-
pared to other parts of the San Andreas system. The heterogene-
ity based on the employed parameters is always quite higher for
this fault zone than other fault zones with similar slip. When

Figure 12. Number of segments larger than a certain length (Nf ) as a function of segment length in metres (L) on a log-log scale for all fault zones (see eq. 11).
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Figure 13. Same as Fig. 12, with log Nf as the y-axis. The red line is the least-squares fit for the data, using eq. (12). The b-values and R2 for each fault zone
are summarized in the table.

removing the Salton data point, the correlation between some het-
erogeneity parameters and the cumulative slip improves markedly
(i.e. Figs 6 and 10). This could be because our definition of the Salton
fault zone includes the San-Gorgonio pass area, where the San An-
dreas steps left in a restraining bend, resulting in complex fault
geometry (irregular and discontinuous right-lateral, reverse, thrust
and oblique-normal faults) and relatively lower slip rates (Dair &
Cooke, 2009, and references therein). Another reason may be that
the southern part of the San Andreas fault is on the east margin of

the Salton trough, and was repeatedly flooded by the Pleistocene
Lake Cahuilla (Sieh & Williams 1990). The fast sedimentation rate
across the fault trace is resetting the trace, and in essence healing
the surface, which may contribute to the complexity of the surface
trace in that area despite the comparatively high slip rate for this
part of the San Andreas fault.

The results of Figs 12 and 13 indicate that the frequency-size
statistics of fault segment lengths can be described well by an expo-
nential function over the entire range of observations. The statistics
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Figure 14. Obtained b-values (eqs 11 and 12) versus cumulative slip (a), slip-rate (b) and misalignment (c) for the two fits described in the text.

Figure 15. L̄�1%� versus cumulative slip (a) and slip rate (b).
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cannot be fitted by a power law over more than one order of mag-
nitude. This is in contrast to many inferences that the fault lengths
statistics follow a power law distribution (e.g. King 1983; Turcotte
1997 and references therein). We note that the power law range of
the data in most such studies does not extend (as in Fig. 12) much
beyond one order of magnitude. It is also possible that our data are
depleted for the smaller segment lengths, due to the limited resolu-
tion, and that a more complete data would have a broader power law
range. In any case, the slope of the power law range does not seem
to correlate with any of our controlling variables and therefore is
not useful as a proxy for evolving heterogeneity.

The weak correlation observed for L̄�1%� versus the controlling
parameters is of limited use only. One possibility concerning the lim-
ited information in relatively long straight segments is that while
small- and medium-length segments can be ephemeral features,
long segments are probably self-preserving. A long straight seg-
ment that was once created in the past—even as a proto-fault fea-
ture, may be preserved during the recent fault activity. It is possible
that a more detailed study that distinguishes between long seg-
ments that are related to recent activity and ones that are inherited
structures will show stronger correlations. This is left for future
work.

Numerous theoretical and observational studies highlighted vari-
ous important possible connections between geometrical disorder of
fault zones and dynamical aspects of the associated earthquake pop-
ulations (e.g. Sibson 1986; Harris & Day, 1993; Stirling et al. 1996;
Bhat et al. 2007; Hillers et al. 2007; Ben-Zion, 2008; Bailey et al.
2009; Elliott et al. 2009). We conclude that the standard deviation
and standard error of circular statistics, which combine information
on the orientations and lengths of fault segments, provide effec-
tive characterizations of fault zone disorder. The clear correlations
of these parameters with the cumulative slip and slip rate suggest
that they are also correlated with the overall seismic potential and
related quantities (e.g. frequency-size and temporal statistics) of
the earthquake populations on the faults. Our results demonstrate
that geometrical properties of fault zones cannot be described by a
steady-state process associated with universal scale-invariant func-
tions, but rather exhibit clear evolutionary trends. The progressive
regularization of geometrical heterogeneities is expected to lead
to a more efficient mechanical process, associated with larger dy-
namic weakening during failure, higher slip- and rupture-velocities
and higher seismic radiation (e.g. Ben-Zion, 2008). Future studies
should test these expectations by combining analysis of the type
done here with analysis of various earthquake quantities on the
faults.

We finally note that there has been considerable interest in quanti-
fying the surface trace complexity of single rupture events (e.g. King
& Nabelek 1985; Sharon et al. 1995; Pucci et al. 2007; Wesnousky
2008). Although our study focused on the long-term surface ex-
pression of fault traces and overall fault zone evolution, the method
and quantities used in this work can be implemented on datasets of
single ruptures.
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